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lady capulet and her husband were responsible for the death of her younger sister, lady montagues only daughter. the
montagues, however, were not as bad as her own father. lady montagues only son, the marquess, was not responsible
for the death of his sisters daughter, although he was still sentenced to death. after the death of his daughter, he tried
to escape, but was caught and executed. although the montagues werent responsible for the death of their daughters,
they still werent very respectful of the capulets. when juliet enters the capulet palace for the very first time, she notices

her fathers daughter, lady montagues only child, out in the courtyard, and her father has been holding her and her
friends captive for the entire day, making her no better than a slave. since the play takes place in verona, verona is a
small city, there isnt a lot of places to hide in. juliet and romeo wouldve been found out sooner or later. it wasnt the
most logical idea to run away with each other, because if they were captured the truth would come out about their

relationship. they wouldnt be able to hide in the countryside forever. but when they did run away, they didnt go to the
country, but went to mantua which was the same distance from verona as the country. in the end, it was a mistake for

them to run away and they shouldnt have gotten married when they did. because of this, romeo and juliet died. its
impossible to hide their feelings from their family. and when the plan was being made to go to mantua, a small town, it
wasnt the best idea. they could have stayed in the countryside. they wouldnt be found, and werent. but by making the

plan to run away, they didnt protect themselves, and they were found.
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mainly the main conflict. the
capulet's and montagues think they
are better than the others, because

they are rich and powerful. they
dont care about the people who are

in their family. when romeo and
juliet make the decision to get
married, they knew that there

would be consequences. but the
reason why they wanted to get

married was because they were in
love and wanted to be together. so

they made the decision to get
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married and they are ready to face
the consequences. in the end, they

arent ready to face the
consequences because they were
in love and wanted to be together.
the reason why they werent ready

to face the consequences was
because they were in love. romeo

and juliet are a part of the
problems in their families, and they

arent always there to help their
families. they werent there when
things started to go wrong, they
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werent there when lady capulet
didnt want to talk to juliet and they
werent there when juliet and lady
capulet were fighting. if they were

there to help, they would have seen
that the feud was about to start,

and they would have done
something to stop it. because they
did not watch out for themselves,

and werent there when they should
have been, they got caught up in

their families feud and were unable
to stop it. by not being there to
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help their families they allow the
feud to happen. the families feud
caused their deaths, because the

families feud was the main conflict
of the play. they didnt fight

because of romeo and juliet. juliet
wanted to marry romeo because

she was in love with him. but
romeo wanted to marry her

because he wanted to be with her.
they werent there to stop their

families feud. they werent there to
stop their families feud and they
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were caught in the middle of the
feud, and couldnt stop it. they had
to face the consequences of the

feud because they werent there to
watch out for themselves. the

families feud caused their deaths.
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